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Abstract 
While active transit signal priority (TSP) helps reduce transit delay, delay reductions to transit are often 
meager. Our hypothesis is that this is because the underlying framework of traffic signal control within 
which TSP operates often limits its effectiveness. An analysis of common TSP tactics (green extension, 
early green, etc.) finds that predictability, compensation, and flexibility are the three important 
characteristics of underlying traffic signal control that influence TSP’s effectiveness, and that traditional 
auto-oriented coordinated control with long, fixed cycles tends to offer these characteristics less than fully-
actuated control. Passive priority techniques that can substantially reduce transit delay are also analyzed in 
terms of their compatibility with different forms of traffic signal control. For completeness, we also analyze 
ways in which the transit operation framework, including bus stop location (near-side or far-side), exclusive 
bus lanes, and off-board fare collection influence the effectiveness of TSP. Three case studies compare (a) 
adding active TSP on top of existing signal control with fixed-cycle coordination and auto-oriented 
progression versus (b) making the underlying signal control framework transit-friendly with techniques 
including full actuation, simpler phasing, and transit-based progression, and then applying TSP within that 
framework. In all three cases, changing the underlying signal control more than doubles the delay reduction 
achievable by adding active TSP alone, with little or no negative impact to traffic.  
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High quality transit with little traffic delay is vital for meeting societal goals of sustainability, 
livability, and equity. Near-zero intersection delay for transit is an achievable goal. For example, a bus 
every three minutes needs at most 10 s of green time to get through an intersection, leaving 170 s out of 
180 s for all other users; the challenge is to just give the bus the green when it arrives rather than making 
it wait. Near-zero transit delay has proven feasible in practice in transit-friendly cities like Zurich as well 
as in research (Furth and Muller, 2000; Furth, 2005; Moghimidarzi et al., 2016).  

This near-zero-delay goal may be sought through a combination of passive and active transit 
priority. Passive priority reduces transit delay without depending on transit detection. Examples include 
shorter cycles and transit-oriented signal coordination. Active transit signal priority (TSP)1 is a set of 
actions triggered in response to transit detection, such as green extension (GE). While passive priority can 
do a lot, the variable nature of transit operations and of traffic flow makes it impossible to expect transit 
trajectories to fit into a nicely planned time-space diagram except over short distances, making active TSP 
necessary to achieve near-zero delay. The combination of passive and active TSP can be especially 
powerful; for example, if passive TSP shortens the transit red to 30 s, and active TSP can offer 15 s of 
early green (EG) and 15 s of GE, a bus arriving at any moment can arrive on green.  

Nevertheless, in many places where active TSP has been applied, transit delay reductions are 
small, and transit delay remains long. One study showed 10 s of GE reduced average delay only by 2 s 
(Cesme et al., 2015). ITS specialists in San Francisco use, as a rule of thumb, a 2 s average delay 
reduction per intersection to estimate the benefit of applying GE. In Chicago, implementation of GE and 
EG together resulted in 3 minutes reduced running time along a route with 15 signalized intersections 
(Smith et al., 2005), implying a 12 s delay reduction per intersection. 

Two general reasons can be advanced for weak active TSP performance. One is having an 
underlying transit-unfriendly signal control framework. For example, consider a bus turning left and 
served by a protected-only left turn (LT) phase in a 120 s cycle with a normal green period of 15 s, 
resulting in a 105 s red period. Adding a 15 s GE would reduce transit delay, yes, but delay would still be 
large because the effective red would still be 90 s. Another example is bus routes along corridors that are 
coordinated for general traffic progression. Because of the need to maintain a background cycle, long GEs 
are highly disruptive to conflicting phases whose queues will build up; as a consequence, designers 
frequently limit the length of priority interruptions to only 10 s and/or inhibit TSP in the next cycle.  

A second reason can be a transit operation framework that does not support transit signal priority. 
The best-known example is where there are near-side stops and highly variable dwell times (typical with 
bus). Because of variable dwell times, the bus cannot call for priority until it leaves the stop, when it may 
be, for example, only 4 s away from the intersection; if so, there can be no GE longer than 4 s. Far-side 
stops, unlike near-side, support transit priority; so do practices common in tram operation and sometimes 
included in bus rapid transit (BRT) operation that result in little dwell time variability, including making 
all stops, using all doors, and off-board fare collection. They can make it possible to predict transit arrival 
much further in advance and then tailor a green wave to the tram’s predicted trajectory. 

1. Hypothesis and Objectives 
The hypothesis of this research is that, as important as active TSP is, its effectiveness depends on having 
transit-friendly underlying signal control and a TSP-supportive transit operation context. We propose a 
framework, illustrated in Fig. 1, in which achieving near-zero transit delay requires not only aggressive, 

                                                      

1 List of all abbreviations used in the paper in alphabetical order: Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), Early Green (EG), 
Exclusive Pedestrian Phase (EPP), Green Extension (GE), Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI), Leading Through 
Interval (LTI), Left Turn (LT), Light Rail Transit (LRT), Silver Line (SL), Silver Line 5 (SL5), Silver Line Way 
(SLW), and Transit Signal Priority (TSP). 
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well-designed active TSP, but also an underlying signal control framework and transit operation context 
that together create predictability, compensation, and flexibility. Several studies have identified these 
critical properties for supporting TSP, sometimes under different names (Cesme and Furth, 2014; Furth et 
al., 2010; Moghimidarzi et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2005). 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 How underlying signal control and underlying transit operation contexts contribute to the goal of 

near-zero transit delay at traffic signals  
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Predictability – being able to predict when the transit vehicle will arrive with ample notice so that 
there is time to adjust signals– is largely determined by the transit operation context. Flexibility is the 
ability to shift green time within a cycle, and compensation is the ability to compensate traffic streams 
that suffer by a priority interruption with more green time in the next cycle; these features are determined 
by the underlying traffic signal control framework. The dominant traffic signal control framework used 
on urban arterials in the U.S. is coordinated-actuated logic with long signal cycles, which unfortunately 
offers little flexibility and little means of providing compensation. It is therefore not surprising that 
superimposing active TSP within such a framework often yields weak performance, i.e., falls far short of 
the near-zero-transit-delay goal. 

This paper’s objectives are first to highlight how underlying signal control and the underlying 
transit operation can support active and passive TSP, and second, to demonstrate these principles in three 
case studies from Boston area bus routes, comparing delay reductions with active TSP only to those that 
can be obtained by making the underlying traffic signal control framework more transit friendly. 

The following three sections provide theoretical background on how underlying signal control 
affects active and passive TSP, and how the transit operating context can support TSP.   

2. Making Active TSP Effective 
This section elaborates on how common TSP tactics rely on predictability, compensation, and flexibility. 
(For the definitions and descriptions of TSP tactics see Furth, 2005 and Smith et al., 2005.) Predictability 
determines how long the signal controller has in order to respond to a priority request; the longer notice 
the controller has, the better options there are for ensuring transit green when it is needed while still 
serving other traffic well. Compensation is the mechanism that ensures fast recovery of impacted signal 
groups whose shortened green or lengthened red can lead to long queues. The weaker the compensation 
mechanism, the more conservative (less aggressive) are the settings that designers typically choose for 
TSP tactics. Flexibility is freedom to shift green time as needed to serve transit when it wants it and 
freedom to compensate affected traffic streams afterwards. A background cycle of fixed length and 
sequence limits flexibility, while fully-actuated control can be configured to offer a lot of flexibility. 
Flexible control might, as needed, provide two greens per cycle, or take green time from one phase and 
transfer it to another, or make the cycle longer or shorter.  

2.1. Green Extension 
GE is the most commonly-used active TSP tactic because it is easy to apply and is the least disruptive. 
The maximum extension time is limited by the prediction horizon (travel time from the detection point to 
the intersection), which is usually determined by the travel time from the nearest upstream stop or 
signalized intersection, typically around 15 s for far-side stops and only 4 s or less for near-side stops. 
Increasing the prediction horizon –either by greater stop spacing or reducing dwell time variability 
enough to allow accurate longer range prediction– is therefore critical to the effectiveness of GE.  

With fully-actuated control, compensation is automatic, because in every cycle, phases get as 
much time as they need to clear their queues (subject only to maximum green). With coordinated-actuated 
control, however, there is no compensation because of the need to maintain a background cycle and 
respect the coordinated phase’s splits. For this reason, GE is often limited to short durations, and is often 
inhibited for a cycle or more after its application to allow affected movements to recover. This can lead to 
the peculiar yet common situation in which TSP given to a light-direction bus hurts a heavy-direction bus 
that arrives in the next cycle.  

2.2. Early Green 
EG, also called red truncation, cuts preceding phases short, or even skips them, so that the transit phase 
comes up sooner. EG cannot shorten pedestrian clearance times, limiting its applicability on urban streets, 
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though it can shorten Walk intervals that are normally longer than the standard minimum of 7 s. In a 
coordinated-actuated setting, when transit travels in the coordinated direction, potential phases to cut 
short are typically LT phases and cross street phases whose pedestrian phase has not been called. If transit 
uses the cross street, coordinated-actuated control may not allow cutting the coordinated phase short. 
Flexibility is greatest with fully-actuated control. As with GE, the lack of compensation with coordinated-
actuated control tends to lead to less aggressive EG settings, while with fully-actuated control, 
compensation is spontaneous, and so, EG settings can be more aggressive.   

EG usually needs a long prediction horizon for full effectiveness. Fig. 2, for example, shows a 
ring diagram with 3 phases: cross street pedestrian phase, LT phase, and through phase used by buses. 
The parts of the cycle that can be skipped for EG are the last 10 s of the cross street’s WALK interval and 
the last 10 s of green for the LT phase, which together make it possible to expedite the green by 20 s. 
However, for buses to get an EG this long and pass through with zero delay, the notification horizon 
would have to be 31 s plus whatever time is needed to clear the queue in front of the bus. With a shorter 
notification horizon, bus delay will be longer. If the control logic has the flexibility to change phase 
sequence, i.e., phase rotation (discussed later), the combined benefit with EG can be greater. 

 
Fig. 2 Identifying the shortest notification horizon required for EG  

2.3. Reservice 
Reservice is when a specific phase –often a LT phase– comes up for a second time in a single cycle to 
serve a transit vehicle. By drastically reducing the transit red, reservice can substantially reduce transit 
delay. LT reservice can work with a short notice, even coordinated control has the flexibility to add a 
second, conditional LT phase. And because LT phases are usually fully-actuated, even in coordinated 
systems, compensation will usually occur naturally –because vehicles that go with the bus during a 
reservice phase will not need service in the next cycle. In one study, because of this compensation effect, 
the use of conditional reservice had almost no impact on other traffic (Furth et al., 2010), and in another, 
reservice reduced average delay of left-turning vehicles from 73 to 34 s, without increasing average delay 
overall (Saeidi-Razavi and Furth, 2021). For these reasons, reservice should be considered wherever 
buses turn left with a protected-only phase. 

2.4. Phase Rotation 
Phase rotation means changing phase sequence, which obviously demands flexibility. Most often, it 
means swapping a LT phase with its opposite through phase so that a leading left becomes lagging or vice 
versa. Transit may be using the LT phase or the opposite through phase. Changing the transit phase from 
lagging to leading is a form of EG. The needed notification horizon is equal to the split of the non-transit 
phase that will be delayed. Changing the transit phase from leading to lagging is a form of GE, for which 
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the needed notification horizon is the sum of the splits of both the LT and through phases. Compensation 
is built in.  

2.5. Early Red 
Early red or green truncation means deliberately ending the transit phase in one cycle in order to get an 
early return to that phase in the next cycle. It may be used to force the signal to red while a bus is stopped, 
either to prevent blockage where buses stop in-line (Janos and Furth, 2002) or to enable last-minute 
pedestrians to cross safely to a median transit reservation (Furth, 2005), or to shorten a cycle for a bus too 
distant to be served with GE. It requires a long prediction horizon. The flexibility it requires is not 
supported by conventional coordinated logic, but can easily be implemented with fully-actuated control.  

2.6. Predictive Priority 
Predictive priority means detecting transit about two minutes in advance and changing cycle lengths as 
needed so that transit arrives on green. It is the most effective kind of active TSP, but it relies on 
flexibility, compensation, and especially, predictability. Usually, there are one or more stops within the 
prediction horizon, and so it is difficult to do if vehicles sometimes skip stops or dwell time has high 
variability. One simulation study found that with predictive priority, 2/3 of arriving trams arrived as 
targeted in a green window tailored around their predicted arrival time, an additional 1/6 could be served 
with last-minute GE, meaning only 1/6 were delayed (Wadjas and Furth, 2003).  

To compensate is critical for any kind of aggressive TSP intervention, and fully-actuated control 
provides this facility better than coordinated control. San Diego’s BRT line 225 uses a long prediction 
horizon, with buses checking in when they are about two intersections away, and aggressively applies GE 
and EG, within a framework of free-operating, fully-actuated control. For buses, TSP tactics often make 
the route look coordinated, with buses arriving in the middle of a green phase. After the bus is gone, 
intersections recover quickly and provide good service to side streets too (Jonathan Levy and Matthew 
Cox, ITS Experts at IBI Group, personal communication, 4/29/2021). A 2020 study on a stretch of the 
line indicated that without any TSP tactics, delay at 30 signals along the route averaged around 7 s per 
intersection (pretty good performance with nothing but the benefits of fully-actuated control). After active 
TSP was added, including predictive priority, delay fell to a remarkable 3.3 s per intersection (SANDAG, 
2020).  

3. Underlying Signal Control and Passive Priority 
Along with support for active TSP, underlying signal control can also provide elements of passive TSP. 
One study looked at a network of streets around a major bus terminal and found that with a combination 
of active and passive priority (the latter including changes to splits, offsets, and phase sequence to 
improve bus progression), average bus delay could fall from 90 to 44 s, with 79% of the benefit attributed 
to passive improvements only (Furth et al., 2010).  

3.1. Short Cycles and Fully-actuated Control  
In traffic engineering, it is well known that delay at traffic signals is least when the cycle is as short as it 
can be, subject to offering sufficient capacity and limiting the chance of overflow. This is true for traffic, 
transit, and pedestrians. There is one exception to this rule: delay can also be short, even if the cycle is 
long, if vehicles arrive in platoons coordinated so as to arrive during the green interval. This is the 
principle behind arterial coordination, which typically uses long cycles because every intersection must 
have the same cycle, which must be long enough to serve the most demanding intersection. It can work 
well for autos, but transit arrivals are more like random arrivals, and the long cycles associated with 
coordinated control result in large delays for transit. 
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 Fully-actuated control, however, naturally operates with the shortest possible cycle, automatically 
adjusting to changing traffic volume, and therefore offering transit short delay. The short red periods that 
are part of a short cycle also increase flexibility, because it takes less GE or EG to move a transit arrival 
from a red interval to a green interval. Because of its support to both passive and active TSP, fully-
actuated control is a transit-friendly means of signal control in many settings. Many European cities with 
a strong transit tradition show a strong preference for fully-actuated control. Over 60% of signalized 
intersections in Sweden operate under fully-actuated control at all times, and almost all traffic signals 
operate fully-actuated at night (Wahlstedt, 2014). By contrast, in U.S. cities, coordinated control 
dominates. 

Coordination with short cycles is also possible; for example, Portland’s downtown, OR, has 
coordinated, fixed-time control with cycle lengths of 60 s in the peak, 56 s off-peak. Nearly all of the 
downtown streets are one-way, so only two phases are needed, allowing the cycle to be short. 

3.2. Favorable Phasing 
Favorable phasing is phasing that allows the cycle to become shorter or opens up as much of the cycle as 
possible to transit. Favorable phasing was the key to reducing transit delay for the light rail transit (LRT) 
line T at 4th St. and Berry St. in San Francisco. Previously, in order to avoid conflicts with LTs, the trains 
ran during an exclusive phase, which meant that most of the cycle was red for transit. By banning LTs, 
trains could then run concurrent with through-going traffic, which shortened transit’s red by 30 s.  

Another example, used in San Francisco and in Washington, DC, is to let transit proceed during 
leading pedestrian intervals (LPI) as well as during the through phase that follows. It is called a leading 
transit interval (LTI), and is similar to a leading through interval in terms of letting non-conflicting phases 
run together (Furth and Saeidi-Razavi, 2019).  

In the state of Massachusetts, using exclusive pedestrian phases (EPP) are a common way of 
serving pedestrians, even outside of downtown areas. However, EPPs introduce a lot of lost time, forcing 
cycles to be long, and causing long reds for transit. Where safety permits, using concurrent pedestrian 
phasing instead can greatly reduce cycle lengths and thus transit delay. Fig. 3 is an example from this 
paper’s third case study. Removing an EPP, phase 01, not only eliminates the EPP phase itself, but also 
allows other phases to become shorter because with a shorter red, they need less green time. Phase 
durations shown are all averages during AM peak hour. In this example, cycle length is reduced by 48 s, 
the bus red is shortened by 21 s, and pedestrian red is shortened by 48 s.   

3.3. Favorable Splits 
Favorable splits are splits long enough to prevent overflow, when a bus cannot make it through the green 
and has to wait for the next cycle. This is particularly a concern where buses turn left, as LT phases are 
often given too little green time. LT phases are usually actuated, even in coordinated systems, and so it 
“costs” little to give the LT phase a longer split –it will use only the time it needs and will give the rest 
back to the coordinated phase. At one intersection in Boston where left-turning buses were chronically 
having to wait through multiple cycles to pass, large delay reductions for buses, with virtually no impact 
to other traffic movements, were found from simply increasing the maximum green for the LT phase 
(Furth et al., 2010). For King County, Washington’s RapidRide BRT, a longer maximum green for left-
turning buses at NE 4th Street and 112th Avenue NE and for eastbound traffic at NE 29th Street and 
148th Ave NE resulted in a 27% decrease in maximum delay times (King County Metro, 2017). 

3.4. Transit-favorable Coordination 
In coordinated corridors, signal offsets are commonly set to provide progression for cars on the main 
street. This can easily be unfavorable to transit for two reasons. First, transit may approach from a side 
street, not the main street. Second, transit cannot stay in green waves designed for car speeds because it 
has to serve passengers at stops. To resolve these two issues, offsets can specifically be adjusted to 
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provide progression for transit, while still protecting platoons in the main corridor. This becomes 
especially important when there is a high volume of buses and TSP cannot interrupt the signal routine for 
every single bus.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Shorter cycle and shorter red from eliminating an EPP  

3.4.1. Coordination over a Short Zone 

Transit-tailored coordination within a zone of two to four intersections can allow a transit vehicle to pass 
through with near-zero delay once it receives a green at the first intersection. It works well if there is no 
transit stop within the zone, or a single stop with a predictable dwell time. One potential application is 
where a bus turns onto a street; coordination schemes rarely favor turning traffic, but they can be tailored 
for a turning bus movement. A good example is found in (Furth et al., 2010), where a green wave is 
provided for turning buses at two intersections without interfering with the existing progression for 
through traffic. In German-speaking countries (Wahlstedt, 2014), detailed, fine-tuned control rules at a 
local level lead to good progression for buses. A similar application is used in downtown San Diego, 
where a train departing a station within the first 5 s of when a signal turns green will progress to the next 
station without stopping (Celniker and Terry, 1992).  

3.4.2. Arterial Coordination Favoring Transit 

Arterial coordination over a longer distance can also be done to favor transit. One way is to time the 
offsets of intersections on a corridor for average transit speed. General traffic travel speed is lower than it 
would be with a higher progression speed, but average delay per intersection will not be large. An 
example is downtown Portland, OR, where offsets in its one-way grid are for 12.7 mph. 

A more precise level of coordination is to tailor the offsets to the transit’s trajectory, accounting 
for stops. Achieving good progression is easy on one-way streets, but not on two-way streets, where two-
way progression ideally requires that, for every segment between two signals, sum of travel time in the 
two directions, including stops, to be roughly equal to one or a multiple of a signal cycle. Sometimes, this 
can be accomplished by adjusting stop locations. For example, if two intersections have travel time 
without stops of 25 s in each direction, and stops add 25 s, locating a stop on the segment (for both 
directions) will result in a round trip time of 100 s, enabling excellent two-way progression for bus if the 
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signal cycle can be 100 s (Fig. 4(a)). However, if the neighboring segment has a travel time of only 10 s, 
avoiding locating a stop on it leads to a round trip travel time of 20 s, which is close to 0 cycles, for which 
simultaneous offsets will provide good progression with any signal cycle (Fig. 4(b)).  

Tram-tailored coordination has long been a standard practice in numerous European cities 
including Zurich (Furth, 2005). In recent years, some U.S. cities have also implemented transit-favorable 
arterial coordination. In 2017, San Francisco implemented coordination plans for trains, in addition to the 
already-present TSP tactics. A before-after study revealed that arrival on red fell from 81% to 51%, and 
trains average delay dropped from 32 to 12 s per signal (Britt Tanner and Edward Tang, Engineers at San 
Francisco Municipal Transportation, personal communication, 4/6/2021). On route 215, San Diego’s BRT 
on El Cajon Blvd, signals were retimed to provide coordination for buses in the busy direction of travel, 
shifting offsets by 29 s after each BRT station. Net bus travel times between stations fell by 11%. No 
active TSP was used along the route (SANDAG, 2018). 

 

 
Fig. 4 How stop location influences transit progression: (a) Locating stops on the segment helps (b) 

Avoiding locating stops on the segment helps 

4. Underlying Transit Operation 
Changing the underlying transit operation can also reduce signal delay. Exclusive lanes and queue jump 
lanes let buses get to the head of the queue. Relocating stops from near side to far side is a well-accepted 
treatment that is usually thought of when TSP tactics are considered (Smith et al., 2005). One study 
compared far-side stops with near-side stops and found that near-side stops in some cases had 30 s more 
delay than far-side ones (Cesme et al., 2015). The reasons for how TSP works better with far-side stops 
have well been discussed in the literature (Danaher, 2010; Koonce et al., 2002; Li et al., 2008). Stop 
consolidation can mean not only less delay at stops, but it can also make active TSP more effective by 
increasing the prediction horizon, reducing stop delay. Exclusive bus lanes, stop relocation, and stop 
consolidation have also been strategies on Seattle’s agenda for its RapidRide buses (King County Metro, 
2017). 

(a) 

(b) 
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 Making arrival time predictable with a greater horizon with such features as wide stop spacing, 
off-board fare collection, and no stop skipping, agencies in Houston and Utah have been able to use 
predictive priority with aggressive TSP effectively. Operating buses that are more like trains, with the 
theme of BRT, can improve speed and reliability in many ways; enabling predictive priority with highly 
effective TSP is another, perhaps underappreciated, benefit. San Diego has demonstrated this with BRT 
line 225, described earlier in section 2.6, with wide stop spacing, off-board fare collection, and no 
skipping stops. 

5. Case Study Descriptions 
Three sites in Boston were selected to demonstrate the importance of making the underlying signal 
control more supportive of transit priority rather than simply adding TSP tactics on top of the existing, 
not-so-transit-friendly underlying signal control. The first two sites are on routes that aspire to be BRT, 
and the third is on a high frequency route. In these case studies, the terms “current” and “existing” refer to 
2017-18. For each case, three alternatives are analyzed: existing traffic control, existing control with 
active TSP, and transit-friendly underlying signal control with active TSP. 

For each case study, the study area includes the intersections targeted for treatment as well as 
upstream intersections that affect traffic flow. Traffic volumes were taken from counts supplied by the 
city of Boston. Each study area was simulated in Vissim, with traffic signal control programmed using 
Vissim modules VAP (first two case studies) and RBC (third case study). Results are presented in section 
6 for the three case studies together. 

5.1. Case Study One: Silver Line Waterfront at D Street 
Silver line (SL) buses operate in their own right of way, a transitway called Silver Line Way (SLW). Its 
intersection with D Street causes notoriously large bus delays (the Boston Globe has had several articles 
and opinion pieces about it). The study area consists of four intersections along D Street (Fig. 5), which 
are coordinated with a 110 s cycle.  

 
Fig. 5 Plan view of the simulated area in case study one.  

 
Bus volumes in the AM peak hour are 42/h eastbound and 31/h westbound. At SLW, the bus 

minimum green is 8 s; as a result, the bus red can be as long as 102 s, resulting in very long delays. 
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Casual observation confirms that much of the time while a bus is waiting, there is little or no traffic going 
by on D Street (Video of Silver Line at D Street, 2017).  

5.1.1. Adding Active TSP Only  

The first alternative adds active TSP –in this case, both GE and EG– within the existing coordinated 
control framework. Upstream transit detectors, located just after the previous stops, enable a 12 s 
notification horizon. This means that GE can be for up to 12 s. EG is limited to 12 s in order to prevent 
spillback on the short block to Congress Street. Because pedestrian clearance time for the crossing 
parallel to D Street is only 9.5 s, the pedestrian phase does not interfere with EG.  

5.1.2. Transit-friendly Underlying Signal Control and Active TSP  

For the second alternative, the intersection is taken out of coordination and allowed to run free with fully-
actuated control. The signal will rest in green for D Street until a bus is detected, then green is given to 
the bus, subject only to a minimum green of 20 s for D Street and pedestrian clearance for the SLW 
crossing. The bus green has an 8 s minimum green, and may be extended if another approaching bus is 
detected; control then quickly reverts to D Street.  

Both EG and GE are applied. EG works as follows. If a bus is detected while the bus’s signal is 
red, wait (if needed) until D Street’s green has run for at least 14 s; after 2 s, initiate pedestrian clearance, 
and 4 s later, change the D Street signal to yellow. Accounting for the 5.5 s change interval, SLW’s green 
will begin 11.5 s after the bus is detected, which means that bus drivers will see red as they approach the 
signal and therefore slow down until the signal changes to green. That slow-down could be eliminated, 
and bus delay would be less, if pedestrian clearance were initiated immediately upon detection and the 
change to yellow likewise moved 2 s earlier; however, according to the experience of Zurich with transit 
priority (Furth, 2005), forcing drivers to slow down as they approach the intersection improves safety.  

GE will extend the green if a bus is detected within the first 12 s of green, resulting in a 
maximum green of 24 s. Minimum green is 8 s, making the control very snappy, with little delay to 
pedestrians or vehicles while giving buses nearly zero delay.  

The main argument against removing coordination on D Street is the fear of spillback to the 
nearby Congress Street intersection. However, analysis done elsewhere (TSP for the Silver Line at D 
Street, 2017) shows that spillback without coordination cannot be worse than it is with the existing 
coordination plan, because the risk of spillback is greatest from turning traffic, not from through traffic 
for which the signals are coordinated; this is also confirmed in the simulation of this alternative.  

5.2. Case Study Two: Silver Line 5 on Tremont Street 
The second study involves five intersections on Silver Line 5 (SL5) along Tremont Street, which is one-
way southbound. The simulation model also includes a sixth, upstream intersection, Tremont at Park (Fig. 
6). All of the intersections are coordinated with a common cycle of 100 s except where the route reaches 
Stuart Street, which is coordinated with a cycle of 110 s. The bus stop on Temple Street is the origin 
terminal for SL5 southbound. The heaviest traffic is during the PM peak, when the SL5 headway is 6.7 
minutes and Tremont St. carries 1435 veh/h. Pedestrian crossing volumes are extremely high at several of 
the intersections, and EPPs are needed at Park, Boylston, and Stuart due to heavy turn conflicts. 
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Fig. 6 Plan view of the simulated area in case study two  

 
Currently, the average bus delay over these five intersections is 100 s. The greatest cause for 

delay is long reds at Temple, where buses turn left from a side street, and at Stuart, where buses arrive on 
the “minor” street, without coordination, into a long cycle. Bus delay is highly variable – it can be up to 
84 s at Temple and up to 102 s at Stuart – and so, in addition to increasing average running time, the 
travel time variability caused by intersection delay is bad for punctuality and bus load consistency. 

The current signal timing has one feature of passive priority – good progression for buses turning 
onto Tremont Street and along Tremont. Fig. 7 shows the progression diagram for buses and southbound 
traffic through the five northernmost intersections. Progression lines are based on side street average, not 
maximum, greens. One can see that buses that depart from Temple during its first 12 seconds of green –
which accounts for most buses– pass through West and Avery without delay. There is a bus stop just after 
Avery, and the time the bus loses there matches well with the red time at the following intersection, 
Boylston, so that buses usually reach Boylston around when the next cycle’s green begins. 

5.2.1. Adding Active TSP Only 

This alternative adds GE at every intersection; it also adds phase rotation at Stuart, reversing the sequence 
of southbound through (the bus) phase with the EPP when it would favor the bus, providing a form of EG. 
The coordinated phase, which is Stuart, is unchanged. GE durations are mostly limited by the prediction 
horizon from the previous stop or signal: 6 s at Temple and West, 10 s at Boylston, and 12 s at Stuart. GE 
duration is limited to 6 s at Avery because its green is in the shadow of West’s green. Check-out bus 
detectors ensure that green time is not wasted after a bus goes through. EG is not applied because of how 
it would interfere with pedestrian phases. 
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Fig. 7 Bus and main traffic progression at the first five intersections at present  

 
5.2.2. Transit-friendly Underlying Signal Control and Active TSP  

In this alternative, along with the TSP tactics of the previous alternative, underlying signal control 
is made more transit-friendly in several ways. First, to avoid the very long red at Temple, double cycling 
is used, with slightly unequal half-cycles. This change also sharply reduces (concurrent) pedestrian delay 
for a very busy crossing. Next, the offsets of the four middle intersections are changed to ensure good 
progression for buses that now may be joining Tremont Street at two different times in the cycle (Fig. 8). 
Buses that leave Temple in either half-cycle will pass through West and Avery with little or no delay, 
then serve the bus stop just after Avery. At Boylston, buses that left Temple during one half-cycle get the 
same good progression as in the base case (with the stop delay aligned with the red), and buses that leave 
Temple in the other half-cycle will get even better progression because they will arrive near or just after 
the end of a green period, when they can invoke GE. With the proposed offsets, through traffic on 
Tremont still has a wide progression band. 
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Fig. 8 Bus progression at Temple, West, Avery, and Boylston with transit-friendly underlying signal 

control and GE  
 
Finally, the Stuart intersection is removed from coordination and allowed to run free with all 

phases actuated except the EPP, which remains on recall. This intersection is well under-saturated; 
capacity analysis shows that a cycle as short as 70 s will suffice, even with a 27 s EPP. The shorter cycle 
length that results reduces average pedestrian delay by 38% (17 s). The strong compensation capability of 
fully-actuated control helps limit impact to traffic when GE and phase rotation are applied, as in the 
earlier alternative.  

Fig. 9 shows the proposed timing plan for the Stuart intersection in the normal sequence and with 
phase rotation. The sketch for the normal timing sequence also indicates the time intervals within which, 
when a bus is detected 12 s upstream, GE and phase rotation are invoked.  
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Fig. 9 Active TSP action at Stuart-Tremont based on the time that a bus is detected  

 
5.3. Case Study Three: Route 23 in Washington Street, Dorchester, Boston 
Route 23 buses traveling along Washington Street in Dorchester are delayed at two traffic signals, Park 
and Melville (Fig. 10). Both signals have EPPs that are not on recall, but are usually called during AM 
peak. They are also semi-actuated with variable cycles, usually lasting around 100 s because of the EPPs. 
At each of the intersections, there are bus stops in each direction, all far-side except at Melville 
southbound. Bus headway in either direction is 5 minutes during the AM peak hour, the simulated period. 
Unlike the previous case studies, in this case, buses do not cross or turn onto “the” main corridor from a 
side street, rather they travel along the main corridor. This is one reason why base case bus delay in this 
case is not as bad as in the first two case studies; average overall delay through the two signals is 36 s. 

5.3.1. Adding Active TSP Only 

In the first alternative, GE is added to both intersections. The position of the stops allows up to 12 s GE in 
all cases except at Melville southbound, in which GE is limited to 3 s. 

5.3.2. Transit-friendly Underlying Signal Control and Active TSP  

Changes to the underlying signal control are to remove the EPPs at both intersections, make both signals 
fully-actuated; this alternative also involves relocating Melville’s southbound stop to the far side. Low 
turn volumes and the sharp corner radii are such that with short cycles, there would be no safety concern 
if pedestrian phases were to run concurrently with parallel traffic. To reduce pedestrian delay, the new 
concurrent pedestrian phases are set on recall. 

Similar to the first alternative, only GE is used for active TSP. The only difference is that 
relocation of the Melville’s southbound stop allows a greater GE, up to 12 s. 
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Fig. 10 Plan view of the simulated area in case study three  

 

6. Results and Discussion 
Results are based on an aggregate of 10 replications, each lasting for 1.5 hours after a 5-minute warm-up 
period. Changes in delay to bus and to general traffic are shown in Fig. 11. With TSP and changes to 
underlying control, bus delay in case study 1 is reduced by 90%, to only 4.6 s. (The reduction would have 
been still greater except for the safety-based decision to postpone EG a bit to force bus drivers to slow 
down.) In case study 2, bus delay is reduced 57%, with average delay per intersection falling to 8.5 s. In 
case study 3, the reduction in bus delay is 35%, with average delay per intersection falling to less than 12 
s.  
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Fig. 11 Average delay results of the case studies for different alternatives  

Note: to be reproduced in black-and-white both on the web and in print 

The three case studies offer examples of different ways that underlying signal control can be 
made more supportive of TSP. In case study one, taking the SLW intersection out of coordination 
diminishes the need for a long prediction horizon and lets SL red be truncated almost anytime –an 
exemplary case for flexibility. With the bus red cut short, GE and EG then accomplish the near-zero-delay 
goal. Meanwhile, the resulting snappy operation perfectly makes up time for D Street’s traffic after buses 
get through, even reducing their delay. The second case study presents two useful examples of how to cut 
red short for transit when it turns left onto a coordinated corridor (at Temple and at Stuart). Making 
Stuart’s signal fully-actuated together with the two TSP tactics make bus delay at Stuart fall from 49 to 18 
s. Besides, the ensuing compensation at Stuart lowers delay for general southbound traffic by 20 s, for 
east-west traffic by 2 seconds, and for all vehicles entering the intersection by 5 s. The case study is also 
an example showing why cycle offsets should be adjusted to ensure good progression for transit too. In 
the third case study, removing EPPs yields a more favorable phasing (and, subsequently, shorter reds), 
fully-actuated control creates more flexibility, and the far-side stop improves predictability. 

With TSP but without changes to underlying signal control, bus delay reductions are far smaller, 
confirming this study’s hypothesis. In case study 1, active TSP alone achieves only 33% of the delay 
reduction which is possible by combining active TSP with transit-friendly underlying control; in other 
words, adding transit-friendly underlying signal control triples the delay reduction compared to active 
TSP only. In case studies 2 and 3, the corresponding share of delay reduction that can be attributed to 
making the underlying signal control transit-friendly (as opposed to applying active TSP alone) is 57% 
and 65%, respectively; in other words, changing to transit-friendly underlying signal control, along with 
active TSP, more than doubles the delay reduction from adding TSP tactics alone. 

Another telling result comes from the Temple intersection in case study 2, where buses are 
turning from a minor street and therefore have a long red. Existing average delay is 35 s, and TSP alone 
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can reduce that only to 34 s; however, with the change to underlying control that we propose (double-
cycling to eliminate the long red) average bus delay falls to 7 s. 

7. Conclusions 
In order for transit to reach near-zero delay at traffic signals, both passive and active methods of transit 
signal priority (TSP) are required. However, active TSP tactics are far more effective if underlying signal 
control and underlying transit operation frameworks are adjusted to support them. Transit-friendly 
underlying signal control supports transit priority in numerous ways – partly by passive priority, but also 
by enhancing predictability, compensation, and flexibility, enabling far more aggressive and responsive 
active TSP. In three case studies, making underlying signal control transit-friendly, along with active 
TSP, more than doubles the delay reduction compared to adding active TSP without changing the 
underlying control.  
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